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The author selected practical/ business orineted topic which I appreciate. From this perspective I can say that the author 

accomplished the goal set in the introduction and prepared a logical "manual" for the start up. On the other hand, I feel that 

the thesis lacks a bit of theoretical background which, combined with the practical points, could be even more inspiring for 

the company. The "theoretical" parts mainly deals already practical things. The only real "theory" is represented by the 

chapter 5, which is unfortunatelly just one page long. I think that here the author could have elaborated much more not 

only on the STDC but also on other "theories" explaining consumer decision making and how this could be influenced by 

marketing communication. Also all figures in the thesis lack proper quotation of the sources and are not always connected  

to the text. Citations do not follow any particular norm. For the defence I suggest following question: One of the key issues 

for every newly established brand is to get its brand known among the target group. What should the company do to 

increase its brand awareness among the target group? Will online marketing be efficient enough to be used here or should 

it be combined with some offline tools? How would you measure the impact?
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to serve as a business document which would support a newly launched eshop Yapko.cz with it online marketing activities, 

especially from the PPC point of view
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